Effects of salt concentration and H1 histone removal on the differential scanning calorimetry of nuclei.
The effects of increasing NaCl concentrations on the melting profiles of chromatin in isolated nuclei contradicted published claims that structural transitions near 76 degrees C (Tn-7), near 89 degrees C (Tn-8), and near 105 degrees C (Tn-10) were respectively the melting of linker DNA, the melting of extended nucleosomal strands, and the collapse of nucleosomes in the 300-A fiber. Contrary to expectations of such an interpretation, decreases in salt concentration stabilized Tn-7 and failed to eliminate Tn-10. Moreover, nuclei depleted of H1 histone, which is known to be essential for the formation of the 300-A fiber, gave the same melting profile as intact nuclei with regard to the relative magnitudes of Tn-8 and Tn-10. The effect of salt concentration on the melting profiles and the insensitivity of Tn-8 and Tn-10 to H1 histone removal supports the notion that Tn-7 is the collapse of the nucleosome while Tn-8 and Tn-10 are respectively the unstacking of nucleotide bases in relaxed chromatin and supercoiled chromatin. The identification of Tn-8 as the unstacking of bases in relaxed DNA, and Tn-10 as unstacking in supercoiled DNA, shows that scanning calorimetry can be used to measure the state of repair of DNA in the nucleus. The gain in Tn-8 at the expense of Tn-10 that is seen as the mitotic index drops and differentiation occurs suggests that nicks accumulate in the DNA, perhaps because the gross aggregation of the inactive majority of the chromatin makes it inaccessible to repair enzymes.